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What Is The Transition Matrix and How We Can Get It?
The matrix describing the Markov chain is called the transition matrix. It is the most important 
tool for analyzing Markov chains.

Distribution of 
Definition: Let                        be a Markov chain with state space                        . Now each                                         
     is a random variable, so it has a probability distribution. We can write the probability distri-
bution of       as an            vector.  

Notation: We will write               to denote that the row vector of probabilities is given by the 
row vector     .

Transition Matrix
The transition matrix    must list all possible states in the state space  
   is a square matrix            , because         and      both take values in the same state space       
(of size    ).
The rows of    should each sum to   :

This simply states that         must take one of the listed values.
The columns of     do not in general sum to   .The columns of     do not in general sum to   .

Example: Let     be Purpose-flea’s state at time  . 

Probability Distribution of 
Use the Partition Rule, conditioning on     :

                   
                                                                            by definitions

Probability Distribution of 
Use the Partition Rule as before, conditioning again on     :

The row vector              is therefore the probability distribution of      :
 

Theorem: Theorem: Let                       be a Markov chain with                 transition matrix     . If the 
probability distribution of       is given by the              row vector      , then the probability    
distribution of      , is given by the               row vector            . That is,

...

Equilibrium
If                        is a Markov chain transition matrix    , then 

If                   , we say that the distribution       is an equilibrium distribution. 

Theorem: Let                  be a Markov chain with transition matrix    . Suppose that      is an 
equilibrium distribution for the chain. If                   for any    , then                       for all            .
Once a chain has hit an equilibrium distribution, it stays there for ever. 

Long-term Behaviour
One thing that could happen over time is that the distribution                    of the Markov chain 
could gradually settle down towards some “equilibrium” distribution. Further, perhaps that 
long-term equilibrium might not depend on the initial distribution, but the effects of the initial 
distribution might eventually almost disappear, exhibiting a “lack of memory” of the start of the 
process.

Suppose we start at time    with                       

...
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